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This is a new version of BlackBerry Unlock Code Calculator, including all new features and a. HTC phone unlock code calculator free for mobile phones. v1.1 Free Download link: Handset Network Unlock Code New MCPR-99478-101. SineTouch (V1.0.2d) Mobile Phone Unsafe usage. Download Unlocked program. PocketSim Unlock Code
(1.0.4) CELL PHONE DATA SIM.The present invention relates to a spring-tensioning device of the type used to tension the carrying or loading chain of a machine tool, for example. Spring-tensioning devices of the above type are known in which the spring, which is the driving means to tension the chain, is housed in a housing, each side
of which is acted upon by a piston-and-cylinder assembly. Known devices of the above type make use of hardened steel balls or spheres, the centers of which are accurately positioned and the rolling paths of which are adjusted relative to one another by members which are suitable for controlling the axial displacement of the pistons.

The adjustment of the distance between the centers of the balls and of their respective rolling paths is, however, subject to many constraints. In particular, mechanical interference, for example with the piston, with the balls, with the housing, etc., tends to hinder or prevent precise adjustment of the balls' position. Furthermore, the
housing of the balls must be milled, and this work is very difficult. It is an object of the present invention to provide a spring-tensioning device of the type mentioned which is extremely simple in structure and which permits obtaining a high degree of precision in setting the position of the balls and in adjusting their rolling path relative

to one another. In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a spring-tensioning device having a housing for the balls, each of which is mounted at one end in a shoulder formed in a plane and at the other end in a hole formed in a wall of a body and acting directly upon the balls, the holes being formed in a so-called
wedge ring, and the balls in respective circumferential grooves of which the grooves are slightly inclined relative to the ends of the holes of the wedge ring. In accordance with a preferred feature of the invention, the balls, the holes, the wedge ring and the inclined
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